During last years development frameworks have emerged to make easier the development and maintenance of cross-platform mobile applications. Xamarin framework is one of them: it takes as input an app wri en in C# and produces native code for Android, iOS and Windows Mobile platforms. When using Xamarin, developers can meet errors, identified with codes, thrown by the framework. Unfortunately, the Xamarin official documentation does not provide a complete description, solution or workaround for all those codes. In this paper, we analyze two sites of questions and answers (Q&A) related to Xamarin for finding questions that mention those error codes. We found that, in both sites, there are questions written by developers asking about Xamarin errors, and the majority of them have at least one answer. Our intuition is this discovered information could be useful for giving support to Xamarin developers. 
INTRODUCTION 1.Context
Nowadays, there are billions of smartphone devices around the world which run either Android or iOS mobile platforms [14] . A cross-platform mobile application is an application that targets more than one mobile platform. For example, Facebook mobile app is cross-platform: it exists one app for Android, another for iOS.
A traditional approach for developing this kind of apps is to build, for each platform, a native application (i.e., an app built to run in a particular mobile platform) using a particular programming language, SDK (So ware Development Kit) and toolkits. Unfortunately, the development of two or more native apps for a cross-platform app increases the costs of development and maintenance [26] . Other approaches such as hybrid-mobile have emerged Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permi ed. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. Conference'17, Washington, DC, USA © 2016 ACM. 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM. . . $15.00 DOI: 10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn to provide non-native cross-platforms mobile apps [7, 20, 22] . However, beyond a good performance for simple apps [12, 16] , those apps do not have the same quality that natives for more complex apps, such the Facebook app [26] .
Xamarin is a development framework by Microso which goal is to make easier the development and maintenance of native crossplatforms mobile apps by sharing code across all targeted platforms. Xamarin is cross-compiler framework which receives as input an application wri en in a non-native language (C#) and transforms it to native code for Android, iOS or Windows Phone platform.
e advantage of using Xamarin framework is that applications for different platforms can be wri en to share up to 90% of their code [1] . e framework offers unified API to access common resources across all three platforms, and contains bindings for nearly the entire underlying platform SDKs in both iOS and Android.
Xamarin offers two main tools: Xamarin.iOS (formerly named MonoTouch) and Xamarin.Android for building iOS and Android native apps, respectively. Both tools can be used inside the IDE Visual Studio by Microso or by command line.
Architecture of Xamarin apps
When developing cross-platform apps with Xamarin, the overall solution structure (which includes all code of the cross-platform app) is organized in a layered architecture that encourages code sharing. For that, Xamarin proposes three alternative methods for sharing code between cross-platform applications [2] : 1) Shared Projects, 2) Portable Class Libraries, and 3) .NET Standard Libraries. Let us briefly describe the first one.
e Shared Projects method groups code into two project types: a) Shared project: contains reusable code to be shared across different platforms, b) Platformspecific application projects: reference and consume the re-usable code and contains platform-specific features, built on components exposed in the Shared project. Each of them uses either Xamarin.Android or Xamarin.iOS to generate the native code.
Problematic
When generating the native code using either Xamarin.iOS or Xamarin.Android, developers can face errors thrown by those tools. For example, a mobile developer reported in the Xamarin Forum 1 that, a er updating the Google Maps package, the app compilation threw the error: "Error MT5212: Native linking failed, duplicate symbol [..]". Xamarin identifies that error with the code MT5212.
Xamarin documents two catalogs of error codes: one with those from Xamarin.iOS, the other with errors from Xamarin.Android". However, those catalogs do not clearly describe neither the root of the error not the solution for all error codes. For this reason, developers need to find more information about the code error and its solution in other sources of information, including questions and answers (Q&A) sites such as Stack Overflow.
Research goals
Our long term goal is to support mobile developers by proposing them extra-information (e.g, solutions, workarounds, augmented error descriptions) when they meet Xamarin error codes. In this paper, our goal is to know whether two questions and answers (Q&A) sites, i.e., Stack Overflow and Xamarin Forum, contain additional information for each Xamarin error code. For that, we first search in both sites for all questions that mention any error code. We then study whether those questions have at least one answer and whether any of those answers was accepted as correct. Our intuition is that accepted answers could contain solutions or workarounds for those errors.
e research questions that guide our work are: RQ 1: How many questions mention error codes? RQ 2: Which are the error codes more asked? RQ 3: Which are the error categories with more questions? RQ 4: How many error codes have at least one a) answer; b) accepted answer? e paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the two catalogs of error codes extracted from the Xamarin documentation. Section 3 details the research methodology. Section 4 presents the results. Section 5 presents the related works. Section 6 concludes the paper.
ERROR CODES FROM XAMARIN
e official documentation of Xamarin includes two catalogs of errors: one with codes used by Xamarin.iOS [4] , the other with codes used by Xamarin.Android [3] .
e codes are grouped into categories, which are displayed in Table 1 . We now describe each catalog.
Error Codes from Xamarin.iOS
Error codes from Xamarin.iOS [4] are grouped in 9 categories and identified with the prefix MT. For example, category MT2 groups all error codes related to "Linker error". Errors code identifiers start with their category identifier followed by a number. For example, error code MT2001 "Could not link assemblies" is the code 001 of category MT2 "Linker error". Table 1 shows the number of error codes per category (column #Codes). For example, the category MT2 has 21 codes. e identifiers of codes from a category are not consecutive, i.e., there is a error code MT2102, but none with code MT2100. In total, Xamarin documentation reports 360 error codes for Xamarin.iOS.
Error codes descriptions are in general self-explanatory, such as MT8 "Runtime error", even some use Xamarin or Microso -related terminology. For example, mtouch (aka MonoTouch, now called Xamarin.iOS) tool is the entry point for compiling code for use in iOS devices and to deploy and launch the code on the device. MSBuild (Microso Build Engine) is a platform for building applications with is used by Visual Studio. AOT (Ahead of Time compilation) compiles code to a native platform. e information presented in each code error documentation is not uniform and varies across the codes. ere are codes with an error description (e.g., MT2011), others propose a solution or workaround (e.g., MT2016), and others only include a simple error message (e.g, MT2002).
Error codes from Xamarin.Android
Xamarin documentation displays 10 categories for Xamarin.Android errors [3] , which are identified with prefix XA. Two categories, XA7 and XA8, are described as "Reserved" and do not contain any code. In total, Xamarin documentation reports 105 codes for Xamarin.Android. Let us to clarify two concepts. mandroid refers to Mono Android, former name of Xamarin.Android, whereas symlinks refers to symbolic link. e documentation of code errors from Xamarin.Android is different that one for Xamarin.iOS errors: it only includes the code error and one-sentence description. None presents neither a workaround nor a proposed solution.
METHODOLOGY
In this section we present the methodology used for responding the research questions.
Datasets of Q&A. We analyzed Xamarin-related questions provided by two datasets of Xamarin-related questions and answers [25] : a) Xamarin Forums, which has 85,908 questions from the Xamarin Forum site; b) Xamarin-related Q&A extracted from Stack Overflow, which has 44,434 questions mined using a technique from Rosen et Shihab [30] . In the remainder of this paper, when we mention questions from Stack Overflow, we refer to those from the la er dataset. We analyzed questions and answers wri en until September 1st, 2017.
Protocol. We first extracted all error codes available on the official Xamarin documentation [3, 4] : those iOS-related which have the prefix MT and those Android-related which have the prefix XA. We then filtered questions from both datasets which include one or more retrieved error code in: a) question title, or b) question description. Finally, we grouped questions according to two criteria: 1) same code errors; 2) same error category. 
RQ 2:
Which are the error codes more asked? Table 2 displays the 10 most mentioned error codes in questions from Xamarin Forum and Stack Overflow. e most mentioned code from Xamarin.iOS is MT2002 with 168 questions. e code description is "MT2002 Can not resolve reference:*" and, unlike other error codes from the same category, it does not have neither an associate description (e.g., such that one from MT2011) nor proposed solution (e.g., such that one from MT2016). For this reason, it makes sense that developers ask about that error code on Stack Overflow and Xamarin Forum for facing the missing information in the Xamarin documentation.
Moreover, we found that for 4 out of the 10 most mentioned error from Xamarin.iOS, their documentations do not include neither an explanation nor a proposed solution. Between the other error codes, we observe that some have a proposed solution: e.g., code MT3001 "Could not AOT the assembly '*'" has: "disabling incremental builds in the project's iOS Build option". For error coded related to Android, the most mentioned code is XA2006 "Reference to metadata item '0' […] could not be resolved", and it belongs to error category XA2 "Linker Errors". e second one, XA0000, does not provide much information: its description is Unexpected error -Please fill a bug report at h p://bugzilla.xamarin.com.
Furthermore, the sum of the number of questions per error code (Table 2 row "Total"), is larger that the number of questions reported in section 4.1. is happens due to questions that mention two or more error codes, e.g., question 57081 from Xamarin Forum mentions error codes MT5212 and MT5213. 2 Response RQ 2: MT2002 and XA2006 are the most frequent error codes from Xamarin.iOS and Xamarin.Android, resp., on both Stack Overflow and Xamarin Forum.
RQ 3:
Which are the error categories with more questions? Table 3 displays the number of questions that mention codes from a given category (columns #Q) and the total number of codes from a given category that are mentioned by 1+ questions (columns #Codes in Q). e code categories from Xamarin.iOS most mentioned are in both Q&A sites: MT5 (with 202 and 75 questions, resp. i.e., the 29.3% of asked questions), MT2, and MT1. Moreover, there are two categories MT7 ("MSBuild") and MT8 ("Runtime") whose codes are not mentioned any question. e most mentioned code categories from Xamarin.Android, are: XA2 (with 157 and 45 questions, i.e., the 39.9% of asked questions), XA0, and XA5. Here, there are 4 categories whose error codes are never mentioned: XA1 ("File copy/symlinks"), XA6 ("Internal Tools"), XA7 and XA8 (both "Reserved").
Response RQ 3: e error categories with questions more asked are: MT5 (GCC and toolchaine errors) with the 29.3% of asked questions and XA2 (Linker errors) with the 39.9%.
Moreover, Table 3 displays the percentage of error codes from a category that are present in 1+ questions (Column %). In Xamarin.iOS , the category that has a higher percentage is MT5: the 72% (18 out of 25) of its codes are present in 1+ question in Xamarin Forum whereas the 60% (15 out of 25) in Stack Overflow. Regarding with codes from Xamarin.Android, the 81.3% of codes from category XA9 have 1+ questions on Stack Overflow, whereas in Xamarin Forum its percentage is lower: 37.6%.
RQ 4:
How many error codes have at least one a) answer; b) accepted answer? Table 4 presents the number of error codes mentioned by questions Q that have a) zero answers (0%), i.e., none question from Q was answered, b) one or more (>0%), i.e., 1+ question from Q with 1+ answer, or c) all questions from Q with 1+ answer (100%). e table also shows a similar analysis for questions with accepted answers.
Codes with answered questions.
In Xamarin Forum, the 87.5% (35 out of 40) and 92.3% (84 out of 91) of error codes from Xamarin.iOS and Xamarin.Android, resp., are mentioned by, at least, one question which was answered. Moreover, those mentioned by all answered questions (i.e., 100%) represent the 37.5% and the 51.6%, resp. In Stack Overflow, we observe a similar trend for codes Xamarin.iOS. However, Xamarin.Android codes mentioned only by not answered questions (i.e., 0%) is proportionally higher: 25%.
Codes with accepted answers.
In Xamarin Forum, the 35% and 38.46% of codes from Xamarin.Android and Xamarin.iOS are mentioned by 1+ questions with 1 accepted answer. In Stack Overflow, those percentages are higher: 54.17% and 85.96%, resp., which means that, for the majority of the error codes, there is 1+ question with an accepted answers. Moreover, there are codes (4 from Xamarin.Android and 11 from Xamarin.iOS) which have an accepted answer for all the questions that mention them. We inspect those questions finding that they have, at most, 2 answers per question.
Response RQ 4: a) e 92.6% (127 codes) and 82.8% (53) of error codes from Xamarin.iOS and Xamarin.Android, respectively, have 1+ answered question. Moreover, b) the 56.7% (84 codes) and 42.1% (27) of error codes from Xamarin.iOS and Xamarin.Android, respectively, have one accepted answer.
RELATED WORK
ere are several works that classify, compare and evaluate crossplatform mobile application development tools to build hybrid mobile and native apps [8, 9, 11, 12, 18, 23, 28, 29] . To the best of our knowledge, only one work [25] focuses on Xamarin, which studies Q&A sites for discovering the main topics of Xamarin related question. Other works [19, 21] focus on Progressive Web Apps (PWAs), a technology introduced by Google for improving Web mobile apps. Regarding with the testing of cross-platform applications, CHECKCAMP [15] is a tool for helping mobile developers to test their apps across multiple platforms. DIFFDROID [10] , a technique that helps developers automatically find cross-platform inconsistencies.
Other works [13, 24, 27] have studied the quality of cross-platforms mobile applications by analyzing apps stores such Google Play. For example, comparison of user-perceived ratings of cross-platform app [6] , and comparison between rankings of hybrid mobile apps and native apps [22] . To the best of our knowledge, no work has studied Xamarin apps from the apps stores Previous works have studied Q&A sites (e.g., Stack Overflow) to mine questions about mobile platforms. For example, studies about: questions and activities in Stack Overflow when changes on Android APIs occur [17] , posts from Stack Overflow related to iOS and Android APIs to find API usage obstacles [34] , questions about Android permission use on Stack Overflow [31] , code reuse on Stack Overflow from Android apps [5] , self-explanatory of code fragment present in a thread of Stack Overflow [33] , impact of platform dependence on source code quality [32] .
CONCLUSION
Xamarin is a cross-compiler framework for building mobiles apps that target more than one platforms. In this paper we analyzed two sites of questions and answers (Q&A) for mining questions that mention code errors thrown by the Xamarin platform. We found that there are 1121 and 330 questions from Xamarin Forum and Stack Overflow Q&A sites, resp., that mention one or more Xamarin error code. is result shows that developers search for additional information to face those errors. Moreover, the 87.5% and 92.3%, resp., of error codes found on those questions have 1+ answer which could potentially be useful to clarify the error.
For future work, we plan to analyze answers corresponding to those questions to help developers when they meet such error codes
